Hello to all our Pooh Bah members and welcome to our November newsletter.
Growing a plant successfully can be such a satisfying feeling. Sometimes it feels effortless and other times, it feels like it
takes a lifetime of perseverance to finally see a result. Last month we heard from a Neutrog customer in Melbourne who’d
had a rhododendron in her garden for thirty years and then, all of a sudden after a feed of Kahoona, it finally bloomed for
the first time!
Hearing your stories and seeing the photos are a great reminder to us at Neutrog that our job contributes to the spaces
that host your family barbeques, your veggie patch and even the orchard that fills farmers market stalls each weekend. So,
no matter where or how you garden, we at Neutrog and our wider community love hearing about it.
Sharing your experiences in the garden is the opportunity for collective inspiration, envy, passion, awe – and sometimes,
frustration too!

Coming up
 Human Beans - Grounds for Good
 Veggie Garden - Update
 Green With Envy, Lawn Inspiration
 Growing Your Own Cherries

The lawn that you mow three times a week, the roses that won you a Grand Prize, the vegetable patch that started as just
a pot on a window sill and now has you giving away food! Hearing all these stories is like walking down the street and
catching a glimpse through to someone else’s garden. In the coming months, we’ll be encouraging you to send us more
of your gardens. We’d like to start telling our Neutrog story through your gardens and in your words.

 In the Arboretum

As you read on, you’ll find this month’s newsletter is filled with great information perfect for preparing your garden as we
head into summer. Neutrog’s “Lord of the Lawn” Paul Dipuglia has tips on perfect turf ready for backyard cricket, there are
articles about the best summer fruit and Helen from Victoria continues to keep us up to date on her veggie patch and a
trip to see a special place in the Outback.

 Harvest the Fleurieu - Meet the Grower

And finally, don’t forget to look out for all your rose photo’s on Facebook for Melbourne Cup Day!

 International News, Cows for Cambodia
 The “Rose” that Stops the Nation
 Staff Profile - Hannah
 Where’s Uwe?
 Watch, Listen and Learn
 The Outback Garden
 November Fertilising

Happy Gardening,
The Neutrog team
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Human Beans - Grounds for Good
Enjoying coffee in the garden, on the tractor or at the winery could now take on a completely new meaning with the launch of our
product trial for Human Beans – Grounds for Good. Announced nationally on Channel Nine News, the project partnership between
Neutrog, Foodbank, OTRGive, Detpak and Biobag is the result of years of thought and planning for how this project could be brought
to life.
Outside of it’s obvious role of waking up the world each morning, coffee has long
played a part in gardens and farming applications. But it’s over the last two decades,
as people overwhelmingly put down their cup of “instant” and instead reached for
latte’s, cappuccino’ and skinny-soy-half-shot-macchiato’s, that the resulting waste
from coffee grounds became a problem. Because what many people don’t realise is that at the moment, nearly all of that coffee waste
goes into landfill.
A recent Planet Ark report estimated that Australians are currently drinking approximately 6 billion cups of coffee a year, which means
there is a lot of coffee, with a lot of potential – currently going to waste.
The reason for the word potential is that while it’s true that coffee, as a natural product, is packed full of nutrients, it’s a very small
percentage of those nutrients that are available for use without first going through the process of decomposition. Some people
currently realise that potential by adding coffee grounds to their compost and letting it break down, but for coffee to work on a larger scale for gardens, farms and wineries as a fertiliser
packing some of that legendary coffee ‘kick’ - it needs time.
At Neutrog, with over 30 years in the composting business we have developed processes that maximise the results of decomposition
in raw chicken manure, creating the Neutrog products that represent consistent, uniform and reliable results in a range of applications.
Throughout the trial for Human Beans, we’ll be applying those processes to determine how we can unlock the nutrients in coffee
grounds. Uwe Stroeher, Neutrog’s head of Research and Development will be looking at how we can further explore coffee’s ability as a
fertiliser to inhibit parthenogenic microbes, whilst at the same time proliferating the number of beneficial microbes.
While Uwe is busy in the lab, the Neutrog production team will be working through the logistics of collecting wasted grounds, trialling
the manufacture of the fertiliser pellets and working on packaging.
Members of the Pooh Bah Club, will be the first to hear news of the Human Beans trial as well as more from Angus Irwin, Managing
Director of Neutrog, about why he’s so passionate about this project. And also introducing you to the project partners Foodbank,
OTRGive, Detpak and Biobag.
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Starting a Veggie Patch - An update from Helen Lovel
One of the joys of a veggie garden is that there is always something new happening.
Since our initial story on my veggie garden, everything has now been planted. Tomato, capsicum and eggplant seeds have all germinated. These are still under protection as we can get
very late and very heavy frosts, so there’s no point putting them out too early.
The four bean varieties, Kentucky Wonder, Purple King, Rattlesnake and Scarlet Wonder all germinated well. After about a week, the juvenile leaves were showing chewing damage.
Going out at night with a torch showed there were a number of sized slugs, ranging from the “usual” slug size right down to those the size of a pin head. We captured them by leaving
out saucers of beer which they couldn’t resist! The corn, potatoes, onions and zucchini in this bed are all germinating nicely, and the spuds are flying away.
The iceberg lettuce and the heirloom silverbeet have taken off in the second bed and the third bed already has radish popping through and heirloom beetroot, as well as pak choy.
We bought trellis for the other two garden beds and this is now in position. To my satisfaction they have already started to rust. This matches the rusty old trellis which the Farmer had
had put aside for a rainy day. Looking forward to sharing more next month when things really take off.

Vegetable Pictures Courtesy of Diggers Club: Pictured left to right - ‘Painted Mountain’ Corn, ‘Rattlesnake’ Beans and Silverbeet Five Colour Mix
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Green With Envy
Did you know that in most suburban lawn varieties, there are an average of 240 individual plants per square metre?
That means if you have (conservatively) ten square metres of lawn, you are tending to approximately 2,400 individual
plants – it’s quite the feat! A feat that Neutrog’s own Paul Dipuglia tackles with so much knowledge, dedication and
precision, that we can only refer to him as our “Lord of the Lawn”…or “Master of the Mower”!
As we head into lawn season, we thought we’d find out more about lawn maintenance and care direct from Paul.
He’s broken it down into six key areas that he believes help him to grow and maintain a lush, green lawn.

Routine
Over the years I’ve worked out that having a regular routine for my lawn, means it looks amazing all year round. I’m pretty
structured, so my routine is marked out on my calendar so I remember when I’ve done each part. It also means if we are
having a party and I want the lawn to look especially good, I can plan ahead! My routine covers watering, fertiliser and 		
							 renovation.

Water
Lawns are thirsty, particularly in the southern part of Australia and I think a lot of people under water. Water efficiency can be achieved
by choosing the right watering system, the time of day that you water and how long you water for. It’s also a good idea to understand
the quality of the water that is going onto your lawn. For example, if your water is very hard, the residue left on the leaves can burn
your lawn.
If you’re watering manually a hose with a Wobble-T sprinkler does a great job, but it does put the responsibility back on you to remember to keep the lawn watered. I think that investing in a Hunter MP Rotator style automated watering system has both improved
my lawn and the amount of water I use. I water once a week for 40 minutes all year round and increase that to twice a week during
summer, always in the cool of the morning. If you’re growing a new lawn, choosing a variety like Kikuyu or Sir Walter Buffalo can help
with water usage.

Fertilise
Working at Neutrog, I am a little biased but having tried a range of lawn fertilisers over the years, I really do believe that the
combination of Sudden Impact for Lawns, watered in with GOGO Juice is the key. Lawns love to be fed.
My ongoing fertiliser program is monthly applications of Sudden Impact for Lawns at 50g per m2 and fortnightly applications of
GOGO Juice. In the heat of Summer, generally mid February, an application of Blade Runner to increase organic matter and also a
gentle feed, won’t burn in the heat.

Continued next page....
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Green With Envy continued
Mowing
I love mowing my lawn and use a specialised cylinder mower 3 to 4 times a week. This style of mower suits my Santa Ana couch turf
and gives me that green carpet finish. Taking a little off your lawn more often will give a better result than letting it get too long, try to
never cut more than 1/3 of growth each mow. Remember to not mow on a day when it is going to be too hot as the sun can burn the
freshly cut blades of grass.

Renovation
Lawn renovation is a case of no pain – no gain! I love my lawn looking good but in order to achieve that, renovation means coping
with a few weeks of it looking pretty awful. During a renovation you can either be top dressing, aerating or scarifying your lawn.
Top dressing requires you using sand to level out the lawn surface and aerating is when you either manually or mechanically open up
the soil of your lawn to help air and water penetration and scarifying is done to reduce the build-up of thatch.

Cylinder Mower

(I am in the process of renovating my lawn at the moment and will be sharing photos of the before and after in next month’s newsletter.)
Finally, The Bare Foot Test!
Paul explains “Your neighbours might think you’re mad, but I think one of the best ways to check on your lawn – is with your bare feet!
A healthy, happy lawn looks great, but it feels even better! It should feel soft under your feet. There shouldn’t be dry, prickly patches (more water, 		
check for weeds, raise the height of your mower), it shouldn’t be soggy or squelchy (too much water, or a leak in the watering system), no patches
of bare earth (time to open up compacted soil) and it shouldn’t be lumpy (top dress with sand to even it out).”
We hope these tips help you to have a lawn, worthy of Paul’s Bare Foot Test and don’t forget to check back next month to see more photos of his
spring renovation!

Lawn Aerator

Before pictures
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Growing Your Own Cherries
As a child growing up in Australia, you knew summer was on its way when you saw cherries in the shops. Competitions to see who could spit the
pip the furthest, cherries worn over your ears like earrings, and the bragging rights always went to being able to tie a cherry stem into a knot with
your tongue.
Did you know that the record paid for a box of cherries currently stands at $100,000 for 5kg which was achieved for the first box of the season 		
in Western Australia in 2018? The money raised form the sale is donated to charity.
With many commercial cherry growers in the Adelaide Hills choosing to use Neutrog on their orchards, we thought we’d shine a light on this favourite summer fruit.
That small pip inside each cherry is the starting point for a tree that can reach up to ten metres in height. Growing from seed means that the tree will take a number of years to fruit.
Another option is to purchase a grafted variety which will bear much earlier. Traditionally fans of a climate with four distinct seasons and well-drained soil with a PH of about 6.5, they
make a stunning feature with their spring blossom, delicious fruit and beautiful autumn leaves. Through the year’s varieties have been developed that allow home gardeners to enjoy all
of this – but from the confines of a large pot.
Potted cherries are available for most of the year from garden centres and can be planted at any time (but extra care must be taken in the middle of summer to ensure that they do not
dry out). Trees in pots will also espalier in a classic fan shape which can make a stunning feature.

If you’re tempted to give a cherry a go in your own garden, we spoke to some of our Neutrog cherry growers and here are their tips
for successfully growing a cherry tree in a pot.
1.

For a single tree in a pot, , we suggest you’ll need a variety that is self-fertile, such as Lapin, Stella or Trixzie Cherree White Cherry.
All cherry trees will enjoy being in a spot in your garden (or even balcony) that gets nice and cool in winter (regularly below 10 degrees celsius) and also gets periods of full sun.

2.

Find a pot at least 600mm wide and choose a quality potting mix with added Seamungus.

3.

When planting your tree, remember to tease the roots when it comes out of its pot and spread them out evenly. Backfill with the mixture of potting mix and Seamungus, pat down
firmly and water in well with GOGO Juice.

4.

Water really well, at least once every 2-3 days to ensure the soil stays moist - you may need to water more often in warmer conditions.

5.

Mulch around the base of the tree with Whoflungdung, keeping it away from the trunk.

6.

Once established, feed your tree every 8 weeks with Gyganic and apply Seamungus during winter. GOGO Juice can be applied fortnightly. The application rate for container grown
plants is ¼ the recommended rate for a ground grown plant.

7.

Pruning, when necessary, should encourage a vase shape and be done in autumn as trees are subject to bacterial canker or ‘gumming’. Your pruning cuts will heal more quickly 		
during this time than when trees are fully dormant.

Continued next page....
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Growing Your Own Cherries continued
EXTRA TIPS:

»
»
»
»

Bees will play a big role in pollination so make sure you have other plants that are flowering in spring to attract bees.
Cherries don’t like wet roots for long periods so make sure your pot drains properly - but they also do need plenty of water in summer.
Another benefit of a potted tree is netting it to protect the fruit from birds can be a lot easier than a full-size tree! Google “netting potted trees” for some great inspiration.
A cherry tree in a pot can be quite a feature, however if you have young children around, be mindful that tempting cherries can be a choking hazard.

Many growers around Australia offer the opportunity for you to pick your own (PYO) or alternatively buy direct from their packing shed, both of which are a great day out. If you’d like to
find places in your local state, try an internet search for “pick your own cherries” or visit https://www.cherriessa.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Cherry-Map-for-Website.pdf
With 2020 being a pretty disruptive year around the country, supporting farmers by buying direct is a great way to ensure they continue to provide us with beautiful, fresh produce.
Most PYO farms in Australia are open from November to February for cherries depending on the season, but are often open for other fruits throughout the year.
If you have a cherry in your garden, we’d love to hear any of your tips – and recipes!

Although their music was cutting hedge
and highly sod after, it was unfortunately
only a topiary gig.

Make sure you sign up to become a Pooh Bah Club member and we’ll send
The Pooh Bah Times direct to your inbox (it’s free to join, and we won’t bombard
you with emails).
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In the Arboretum
In the Rare Fruit Arboretum (RFA) the apples are the late bloomers and they look fantastic with their blossoms and little apples. Whoflungdung is now around the base of the trees, not
only does this make the area look neat and tidy, it also has the very practical benefit of moisture retention & weed suppression as well as supplying a constant and gentle level of nutrition
to the trees.
The Rare Fruit Society of South Australia had a working bee on 11th October, and they achieved a lot. Mulching, weeding and
mowing – all very important tasks. Gyganic for Veggies Fruit & Citrus was also applied. This will encourage strong healthy growth,
but will also ensure great fruit size, quality and flavour. The volunteers have also started putting
up the hoops for netting. Something all we fruit tree growers know is a necessity, if you wish to
have a harvest.
The almond in a volunteers hand is White Brandis – this is an old Australian Cultivar.
We are hoping we get to try this before the cockys do!!
Also pictured is a pear variety - The Vicar of Winkfield. It is a very old cooking pear which produces
an attractive vigorous tree. It goes by various other names. These include Monsieur le Cure,
Le Cure, Dumas and Clion. We find the history of our trees fascinating and The Vicar of Winkfield is
Almond ‘White Brandis’
					
no exception. Despite what appears to be a typically English name this old variety originates from
France. The Vicar of Winkfield pear was found as a wild seedling growing in a wood near Villers-en Brenne, France c 1760. It was named after Rev
Rham of Winkfield, Berkshire who first introduced the variety to Britain.
It has large, long calabasse shaped fruit. Smooth, green to yellowish skin, with a slight brownish flush and some russet patches. The flesh is dry &
pale yellow with quite a sharp flavour in the autumn. Best used for cooking but can also be used as a dessert pear in the winter. It is a good cropper
but has a tendency to drop its fruit before they are ready to be picked.
It is said that this pear tastes better with each year that it crops!!

Pear variety ‘The Vicar of Winkfield’

About the Rare Fruit Arboretum
The establishment of the Rare Fruit Arboretum at Neutrog’s Kanmantoo site is a joint
venture between Neutrog and the Rare Fruit Society of South Australia. Around 500
rare and endangered fruit trees have been planted, including apples, pears, peaches,
nectarines, figs and quinces.
Along with helping to ensure their preservation, Neutrog uses the trees to carry out
fertiliser and biological application performance trials, as well as researching the microbiology in and around the root zone of each species, and determining their optimum
nutritional and biological needs. One such product used in the Arboretum is Gyganic for
Veggies Fruit & Citrus, which was developed in conjunction with the Rare Fruit Society.
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International News - Cows for Cambodia
Neutrog Australia has customers around the world and in late October we had a shipment of Rapid Raiser and Bounce Back that was
loaded into a shipping container on its way to Vietnam. When the product reaches Vietnam, our local distributer will work to send it
out to retailers and producers locally and further afield.
Cambodia is one of the final destinations and when it arrives there it plays a key role in the Cows for Cambodia project. This charity
was founded and run by Andrew “Cosi” Costello (you might know him from South Aussie with Cosi and on breakfast radio on SA.FM)
and was established to donate cows to poor families.
“Cows for Cambodia is essentially a cow bank” said Cosi.
“We loan families a pregnant cow which they care for, and when it has the
calf, they get to keep it, and we take our cow back. It’s more about providing
an opportunity to break the poverty cycle rather than a direct handout.”

As someone passionate about South Australia and products that are produced
locally. Cosi was there to help spread the first shipment of Neutrog and since
then has told us how happy he is to be using SA product in the project –
happier still when he’ s been back and seen the results.
October Export to Vietnam

If you’d like to know more about this charity and the wider work they are doing, you can visit their website cowsforcambodia.com
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The Rose That Stops the Nation
Calling all Rose Lovers!
Just a quick reminder to you all that you still have time to enter our Melbourne Cup Rose Competition.
To enter our competition to win 1 of 5 10kg Buckets of Sudden Impact for Roses, you will need to either:
a) Email us at roses@neutrog.com.au with a photo of your rose, with your full name, location and the variety of your rose, or
b) Follow the Neutrog Facebook page and comment on our Facebook competition post between Tuesday the 3rd of November and Friday
the 6th of November 2020.

Pictured above some pictures of entries received so far

The competition is open for entries via email from Friday 2 October 2020 until Monday 2 November 2020.
If you would like to enter via Facebook, you will need to be a follower of our Neutrog Australia Page and make a comment
on the Melbourne Cup Post between Tuesday 3rd of November and Friday the 6th of November.
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Staff Profile - Hannah
After last month’s feature on Uwe Stroeher, we know how much you enjoyed hearing a more personal side of Neutrog and so this month, we’d like
to introduce you to Hannah.
Hannah joined Neutrog at the Head Office at Kanmantoo in 2019 and has recently moved to the role of Marketing Coordinator. Hannah’s a relentlessly
smiley, early bird who is here at 7:30am each morning and spends time working on the content for our social media pages and this newsletter.
She’s also the friendly voice on the end of the phone if you call from one of the many plant societies with an order.
Hannah, we understand that by your own admission, you’re not much of a gardener?
Sadly, that’s true. I have a love for indoor plants and potted succulents. I have potted plants all over the house and I find I remember to water them
more if they are inside and in sight. I have never had much luck with growing anything outside because I never remember to water anything! I am
still working on having patience when it comes to results in the garden.
My mum has a beautiful assortment of succulents in her garden. I am always out taking cuttings to plant into pots for myself and for friends. I often give potted succulents as gifts; people
love receiving handmade gifts and plants are great because they last a long time and are a gift that keeps on giving.
There’s no doubt that as a non-gardener at Neutrog, you’re in the minority, but the question is are they converting you?
It’s true I am a very inexperienced gardener, but I have learnt so much since I started working here and I continue to learn something garden related every day. I am surrounded by people who
are experts in the gardening field and help is always around when I need it. So maybe not converted, but on the way there!
You mentioned all the gardening advice that is available while working at Neutrog, can you tell us one tip that’s been particularly helpful?
I think probably to just give gardening a go and that sometimes a green thumb itself can take a while to “grow”. I am in my early twenties so I am sure there is hope for me yet!
Well, with that in mind, once that green-thumb is fully developed, what’s something you’d love to have in your garden?
I would like to grow my own veggies. My mum has a beautiful veggie garden which I
am always out in picking whatever is in season. I love the idea of knowing where your
food has come from and being able to grow your own produce. Growing up on a farm,
you learn that home grown/organic always tastes better.
In the next few years I’d like to buy a house and I think once I have a garden of my own,
then all the advice that I pick up here at work, will be a huge help.
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Meet the Grower - Harvest the Fleurieu
Well known throughout South Australia, as well as much further afield, is the gourmet provedore, Harvest the Fleurieu. It is very much
like visiting a farmer’s market, with a wonderful array of fruit and vegetables enticingly on display which have been grown on their
farm – in particular, strawberries. You can also select produce from other local farmers & suppliers. Some of the goodies include
seasonal fresh fruit and veg, gourmet cheeses, artisan breads, olives, pickles, jams & chutneys. If the display makes it difficult to choose,
then a meal or delicious treat at the café will give you time to make up your mind.
Three generations of the Sherry family have been involved in their family farm. The original family land in Blewitt Springs was purchased
by Stanley Sherry after the second world war, for the purpose of being closer to family and to farm the land. His son Brenton worked
the land from as soon as he could hold a pair of snips in his hands and continues to this day. After Studying at Roseworthy college, his
passion for agriculture and business really set in. In 1987 with his wife Vanessa’s unyielding support, Vanessa and Brenton decided to begin the adventure of growing strawberries. They sold
their produce to local shops and produce markets. The couple quickly developed a reputation for growing a beautiful quality product. As the business grew, more land was required and a
65HA farm at Kuitpo, was purchased. This expansion allowed them to realise their plans to expand the business to interstate markets. Today not only do they supply a vast array of produce
displayed at Harvest the Fleurieu and local farmers markets, but they also distribute widely throughout South Australia, as well as interstate.
Vanessa and Brenton continue to pour their heart and soul into the Harvest the Fleurieu operation but are slowly handing over the
reins to the next generation Adam, Megan & Ryan. All three kids have been heavily involved with the business over the last 10 years
and have helped develop both Kuitpo Forest Strawberries (commercial strawberry farm) and Harvest the Fleurieu (local outlet and pick
your own strawberry patch) to where it is today.
Megan Sherry tells us,
“Strawberries are our speciality, but we also grow raspberries, blueberries, peas, beans, corn, pumpkin and watermelon. At any time,
there will be 14HA of land planted up. Not only is crop rotation a key for us, but so is soil health and biology.”

The Sherry Family

“We put a lot of care & planning into the way we operate and a critical part of that is care of the soil. To that end, we had Neutrog make
up a special custom blend for us, based on their Rapid Raiser. Growing a high-quality strawberry product is something which we are all
extremely proud of and the use of a premium biological fertiliser is a critical part of what we do”.
Each year, fresh strawberry runners are purchased from Toolangi and these plants
will be in production for 2 years. Several varieties are grown, including the popular
Albion.
If you live in the area, you might like to visit the ‘Pick your own patch’ where you
can enjoy a few hours happily choosing your own strawberries. Megan also has the
Patch available to school groups as well. How great a school excursion would that
be! For further information you can visit their website www.harvestthefleurieu.
com.au or follow them on Facebook or Instagram.
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Where’s Uwe?
Our profile of Uwe last month gave us an insight as to how he ended up fascinated with microbiology and over the last month we’ve
seen him busy in the lab doing exactly what he loves. As part of the Human Beans – Grounds for Good project trial, walking into the
lab smells like walking into a café as the piles of spent coffee grounds are analysed while Uwe looks at the ability of the coffee grounds
to inhibit pathogenic fungi and to control the reproduction of nematodes. As well as that he will be looking at whether coffee
grounds can in fact support the growth of beneficial fungi such as Trichoderma. That trial will continue over the coming months and
if successful with lead into the product being available next year.
Apart from coffee Uwe is also continuing research that is specifically looking at products to support commercial producers in
viticulture, horticulture and agriculture. While each commercial producers requirements are individual to their output, environment
and the pest challenges, the exciting part is that the successful development of a biocontrol agent can open the door to customised
applications that suit a range of uses. We look forward to telling you more in the coming months.
We know that many of our Pooh Bah Club members listen to Dr Uwe on Graham Ross’s show on 2GB each week and if not in New South Wales or Queensland, then also listen to the
podcast that is available online. If you listen on the podcast you can normally find Uwe’s segment at around the forty minute mark. We encourage you also to follow Neutrog on
Facebook as over the coming months we will be inviting you to send in your questions for Uwe to answer directly.

Watch, Listen and Learn
In these radio segments, microbiologist Dr Uwe Stroeher chats to Graham Ross about various gardening related topics.
Visit https://neutrog.com.au/video-gallery/ for more related videos.
Click here to find out how carbon dioxide affects your
plants growth and water usage.

Click here to listen and learn about the importance
of fertilising Bottlebrush and Native plants.

Click here to learn more about disinfecting gardening
tools.
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The Outback Garden
Helen Lovel, Neutrog
My aunt and uncle, Tricia and Randall Whytcross, farmed for most of their life on a beautiful property which
is situated on a river in northern Victoria. It had the most divine garden, which Tricia spent her entire life
developing. Then, twenty years ago, to the surprise of us all, they up and sold everything and together with their
son and daughter in law, purchased a 11,000HA station in NSW. This had been Randall’s lifelong dream. As a family
of gardeners, we were shocked that they would leave such a magnificent garden, but as time has proved, we
should have known our aunt much better than that!
Keen to see what sort of garden Tricia was able to create in such a challenging environment, my mother and I
made the trip and just getting there was an experience! On the first day, we left from Eddington in Victoria and
made it as far as Hay and early the next morning we set off again intending to reach the property by around
lunch time.
On the map we could see there were one or two left turns and then the road was just one big straight line. An hour into the drive the road turned
to gravel. What followed was 200km’s of gravel road! We reached their closest town early afternoon and I said to my mother, “We’ve been on the
right road all day, where is it...?” One call to my cousin revealed that we’d driven right past the front gate - 70km’s back!!!
One big u-turn and back we went down the rough gravel road, dodging emus, feral pigs, kangaroos and goats to be greeted by my cousin laughing at the gate with a glass of wine.
But no matter how long the trip, it was worth it. Now 83, Tricia has created and continues to create an amazing garden in the middle of the outback. It’s all those superlatives that we
use to describe a great garden – incredible, divine, loved. My aunt is very much hands on and most of the work she has done herself. She has built walls, constructed arbours, made 4-5
beautiful courtyards, planted, trimmed and grown an amazing array of plants in very harsh conditions.
Water is scarce so everything must manage on its own. Summer temperatures reach 45+ with winter dropping to below zero. Planning for what you need, or even might need is
important. You cannot just pop down the road to get extra potting mix, plants, or fertilisers. Agapanthus thrive, as does bougainvillea and oranges, an immense range of succulents,
ornamental grapes, roses, and grasses.
Proving that she is as tough as the garden that she’s created, 10 years ago after badly breaking her hip and leg when a bull kicked a
gate which then hit her, she returned from months in hospital to her beloved garden and decided she wanted to start making her
own garden art. As many of you know, farmers have a stash of bibs and bobs that they might need at some stage. Tricia raids the
machinery sheds regularly and discarded items now make wonderful metal flowers and artwork.
Through my work with Neutrog, I introduced my aunt to her “go-to” products that keep her garden thriving. She loves Sudden Impact
for Roses, Seamungus and GOGO Juice and there is never any question about what she likes to receive for birthday and Christmas
presents!
I asked Aunty Tricia what led to her love of gardening. “You and I come from a long line of gardeners and I learned to love gardens
as a child. You know what it’s like love; it get’s you, gives you peace, satisfaction and so much joy and happiness.”
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November Fertilising

Year Round Fertilising

We are well into spring and there is still plenty of planting which you may undertake.
With there being different climatic zones in each state, the following will vary. If you have
any queries about your region, please feel free to contact us via info@neutrog.com.au
1800 656 644 or a message through Facebook or Instagram.

Planting - all situations

Neutrog’s Year Round Feeding Programme can be tailored to your type of garden, lifestyle
and budget. A garden which is regularly fed – at least once each season – will reward the
owner with strong, vigorous and healthy plants, as well as plenty of colour and fragrance.

No.1 Gardening Tip: Check your garden before summer arrives and ensure that you
have watered deeply. Then mulch with Whoflungdung. Apply GOGO Juice monthly to
help increase the microbial population in your soil and make more nutrients available to
your plants. This, in turn, increases their ability to resist pests and disease, and to withstand and/or recover from heat stress and frost.

Some flowering annuals to plant now include alyssum, antirrhinum, aster,
begonia, celosia, chrysanthemum, cineraria, cockscomb, coleus, cornflower,
cosmos, dahlia, dianthus, foxglove, hollyhock, impatiens, lobelia, marigold,
petunia, salvia and zinnia.
Some vegetables to plant now include beans, beetroot, cabbage, capsicum,
carrot, cauliflower, celery, cucumber, eggplant, leek, lettuce, okra, pack choy, rocket,
silverbeet, spinach, strawberry, sweet corn, sweet potato, tomato and zucchini.
Some herbs to plant now include basil, chilli, chives, coriander, dill, lemon grass, 		
mint, oregano, parsley, rosemary, sage and thyme.

Spring is the perfect time for planting! Use ACO Seamungus, Rapid Raiser or Rooster
Booster for any new plantings. Mix some pellets through
the soil – it will help alleviate transplant shock. Water in
with liquid Seamungus or GOGO Juice.

Flowering plants
Including roses, buddleias, day lilies, hydrangeas, crepe myrtles, mandevillas, poinsettias,
spring flowering bulbs (as they’re dying back) & all other flowering plants.
Flowering plants will thrive with Sudden Impact for Roses. The higher potassium to nitrogen
ratio makes it ideal for all flowering plants, not just roses. Apply every
8 weeks and water in with GOGO Juice to encourage a faster uptake of
the nutrients by the plants, and to populate and activate the microbes
in the soil. Sudden Impact for Roses liquid is also available and is
recommended as a fortnightly application.

Potted fruiting and flowering plants & orchids
Including orchids, cymbidiums dendrobiums, phalaenopsis and any flowering or fruiting
plants in pots.
Potted flowering and fruiting plants will benefit from a feed of Strike Back
for Orchids, which has an NPK of 8:3:10 and is boosted in trace elements
– all of which are necessary for flowering or fruiting plants in pots. The
only nutrition container grown plants can receive, is what they are given.
Apply GOGO Juice fortnightly.

Non-flowering plants including lawns
Including English box hedges, pittosporums, conifers, euonymous, bamboo, herbs, leafy
green veggies & ferns.
For lawns: Apply Sudden Impact for Lawns and water in with GOGO Juice. It is suitable for all
lawn types. If you have a broad bladed grass type; such as couch, kikuyu or buffalo, it is
important that all fertiliser is washed off the leaves and down into the soil.
For all other non-flowering plants apply Sudden Impact for Lawns each season
and GOGO Juice fortnightly.
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Year Round Fertilising continued
General Garden & Lawn

Veggies, Fruit & Citrus

For those who wish to use certified organic products
and/or prefer to simply use one general purpose
fertiliser across your entire garden, you can use
Bounce Back, Rapid Raiser, Seamungus or Rooster
Booster on your garden, and Blade Runner on your lawn areas.

To give your veggies, citrus and fruiting trees a boost of nutrients, now is the time to feed
with Gyganic for Veggies, Fruit & Citrus. Citrus in particular are heavy feeders - ideally
they’re fed every 8 weeks. Gyganic contains all of the nutrients they need to encourage
flowering and fruiting. New growth is forming and it needs to be fed. Gyganic is a nutritious,
biological, organic base, high in organic carbon and containing naturally occurring
growth hormones. It has been specifically developed to enhance
uniform size and quality and flavour of fruit, flower and vegetable production.
Apply GOGO Juice fortnightly.

Natives
Including phosphorous-sensitive natives such as grevilleas, banksias and proteas.
Native plants will settle in well and grow beautifully if planted now. It’s also the ideal time
to feed established native plants with Bush Tucker - ideal for even the most
phosphorus-sensitive plants. Apply GOGO Juice fortnightly.
As native plant expert Angus Stewart says, “Whilst native plants are great
survivors in the garden, regular feeding helps them to thrive and reach their
full potential. The benefits of doing so are not only enjoyed by yourself, by
insects, bees and birds, but perhaps more importantly, the environment benefits – the
greater the plant growth, the more carbon is captured.”

Hedges
Hedges love a fertiliser which has a higher nitrogen to potassium ratio, so during the
growing season we recommend applying Sudden Impact for Lawns. Water in with
GOGO Juice and continue to apply GOGO Juice every fortnight.

Acid Loving Plants
Including azaleas, blueberries, camellias, gardenias, and magnolias.
Acid loving plants will benefit from a feed of Kahoona - the higher potassium to nitrogen
ratio within Kahoona plays a crucial role in enhancing flower development,
whilst the boosted levels of iron and magnesium help maintain healthy green
foliage, aiding in preventing the yellowing leaves which are often seen in late
winter and early spring. Apply GOGO Juice fortnightly.

Soil Conditioning
GOGO Juice is the best medicine to condition your soil – literally teeming
with beneficial microbiology and is essentially a pro-biotic for your soil and
plants. GOGO Juice combine the “catalystic” power of providing a wide
diversity of beneficial bacteria and fungi with the well-documented benefits
of applying kelp and humates.

Mulching
After dealing with any weeds that may have sprung up over winter, give your garden an
insulating layer of Whoflungdung, which not only introduces a wide diversity of beneficial
bacteria which act as a deterrent to pathogenic bacteria, it aids in weed suppression,
regulates soil temperature and encourages earthworms that aerate the soil and move
nutrients deeper into the soil profile.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

it introduces a wide diversity of beneficial bacteria
beneficial bacteria act as a deterrent to pathogenic bacteria
weed suppression
encourages earthworms that aerate the soil and move nutrients deeper in the soil profile
improves water and nutrient-holding capacity
reduces, if not eliminates, nitrogen drawdown
puts organic material into the soil
regulates soil temperature
prevents erosion from heavy rain
improves water absorbency
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Collaborations
Over the years Neutrog has collaborated with many plant societies that have trialled and subsequently endorsed some of our products.
These product endorsements provide retail staff and home gardeners with the confidence to use and recommend Neutrog products.
With a combined membership base of over 10,000, some of these endorsing societies include the Rose Society of South Australia, the Orchid Club of South
Australia, the, Orchid Society of Western Australia the Rare Fruit Society of South Australia, Camellias South Australia, Camellias Illawarra,
NSW Camellia Research Society, the Cymbidium Orchid Club of SA, the Cymbidium Club of Australia, the Cymbidium Orchid Society of Victoria,
the Cymbidium Orchid Club of WA, the Australian Rhododendron Society (SA branch), the South West Rose Society, the National Rose Society of Australia,
Heritage Roses in Australia, the Rose Society of WA, the Rose Society of NSW, the Rose Society of Victoria, the Queensland Rose Society and the
Australian Plants Society of Victoria.

More Videos
For those that are still wanting to view more videos and may have missed or be interested, there is more:
What is GOGO Juice? - Click to play				
An insight into Neutrog - Click to play					
South Aussie with Cosi visits Neutrog - Click to play
Lawn care tips with Graham Ross. - Click to play
Mulching with Whoflungdung with Graham Ross. - Click to play
Patsy Durack Rose Garden with Brain Klepzig taking a look at what she uses to make her roses look amazing. - Click to play
Merv Trimper chats to Kim Syrus about his love for roses and recommendations for planting bare rooted roses. - Click to play

We never have enough room in our newsletters
to share all of our inspirational stories and tips
from our gardening community, but they do
appear on our Facebook and Instagram pages
regularly...why not join us there?

Until Next Time
We hope you have a productive November in your garden.
In December, we will be looking at all the activities that suit your garden in the lead up to the festive season. We’ll be
featuring Neutrog staff member Kelly, who has a fantastic story to tell about her small farming property and it’s recovery
after fire.
Remember to follow us on Facebook to see lots of regular gardening tips and stories throughout the month.
Neutrog Australia, 288 Mine Road, Kanmantoo SA 5252.
Ph: 1800 65 66 44 www.neutrog.com.au
Copyright © 2020 Neutrog Australia, All rights reserved.
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